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Abstract
We consider the efficient simulation of population protocols. In the population model, we are given a
system of n agents modeled as identical finite-state machines. In each step, two agents are selected
uniformly at random to interact by updating their states according to a common transition function.
We empirically and analytically analyze two classes of simulators for this model. First, we consider
sequential simulators executing one interaction after the other. Key to the performance of these
simulators is the data structure storing the agents’ states. For our analysis, we consider plain arrays,
binary search trees, and a novel Dynamic Alias Table data structure. Secondly, we consider batch
processing to efficiently update the states of multiple independent agents in one step. For many
protocols considered in literature, our simulator requires amortized sub-constant time per interaction
and is fast in practice: given a fixed time budget, the implementation of our batched simulator is
able to simulate population protocols several orders of magnitude larger compared to the sequential
competitors, and can carry out 250 interactions among the same number of agents in less than 400 s.
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1

Introduction

We consider the population model, introduced by Angluin et al. [5] to model systems of
resource-limited mobile agents that interact to solve a common task. Agents are modeled as
finite-state machines. The computation of a population protocol is a sequence of pairwise
interactions of agents. In each interaction, the two participating agents observe each other’s
states and update their own state according to a transition function common to all agents.
Typical applications of population protocols are networks of passively mobile sensors [5].
As an example, consider a flock of birds, where each bird is equipped with a simple sensor.
Two sensors communicate whenever their birds are sufficiently close. An application could
be a distributed disease monitoring system raising an alarm if the number of birds with
high temperature rises above some threshold. Further processes which resemble properties
of population protocols include chemical reaction networks [38], programmable chemical
controllers at the level of DNA [22], or biochemical regulatory processes in living cells [21].
While the computational power of population protocols with constantly many states per
agent is well understood by now (see below), less is known about the power of protocols with
state spaces growing with the population size. In this setting, much interest has been on
analyzing the runtime and state space requirements for probabilistic population protocols,
where the two interacting agents are sampled in each time step independently and uniformly
at random from the population. This notion of a probabilistic scheduler allows the definition
of a runtime of a population protocol. The runtime and the number of states are the main
performance measures used in the theoretical analysis of population protocols.
For the theoretical analysis of population protocols, a large toolkit is available in the
literature. Consequently, the remaining gaps between upper and lower bounds for many
quantities of interest have been narrowed down: for many protocols, the required number
of states has become sub-logarithmic, while the runtime approaches more and more the
(trivial) lower bounds for any meaningful protocol. So far, when designing new protocols,
simulations have always proven a versatile tool in getting an intuition for these stochastic
processes. However, once observables are of order log log n and below, naive population
protocol simulators fail to deliver the necessary insights (e.g., log log n ≤ 5 for typical input
sizes of n ≤ 232 ). Our main contribution in this paper is a new simulation approach allowing
to execute a large number of interactions even if the population size exceeds 240 . In the
remainder of this section, we first give a formal model definition in Section 1.1 and then
describe our main contributions and related work in Sections 1.2 and 1.3.

1.1

Formal Model Definition

In the population model, we are given a distributed system of n agents
 modeled as finite-state
machines. A population protocol is specified by a state space Q = q1 , . . . , q|Q| , an output
domain Y , a transition function δ : Q × Q → Q × Q, and an output function γ : Q → Y .
At time t, each agent i has a state si (t) ∈ Q, which is updated during the execution of
the protocol. The current output of agent i in state si (t) is γ(si (t)). The configuration
C(t) = {s1 (t), . . . , sn (t)} of the system at time t contains the states of the agents after t
interactions. For the sake of readability, we omit the parameter t in C(t) and si (t) when it is
clear from the context. The initial configuration is denoted C(0) = C0 .
The computation of a population protocol runs in a sequence of discrete time steps. In each
time step, a probabilistic scheduler selects an ordered pair of agents (u, v) independently and
uniformly at random to interact. Agent u is called the initiator and agent v is the responder.
During this interaction, both agents u and v observe each other’s state and update their
states according to the transition function δ such that (su (t+1), sv (t+1)) ← δ(su (t), sv (t)).
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Table 1 Simulating N interactions among n agents in |Q| states. For MultiBatched, we restrict
√
|Q| = ω( log n). Values indicated by † hold in expectation.

Batch Sequential

Simulator

Section

SeqArray
SeqLinear
SeqBST
SeqAlias

Section
Section
Section
Section

2
2
2
2

Batched
MultiBatched

Section 4
Section 5

Time Complexity

Space Complexity (bits)

Θ(N )
O(N |Q|)
Θ(N log |Q|)
Θ(N ) w.h.p.

Θ(n log |Q|)
Θ(|Q| log n)
Θ(|Q| log n)
Θ(|Q| log n)

√
O(N (log n + |Q|2 )/ n)†
√
√ †
O(N |Q| log n/ n)

Θ(|Q| log n)
Θ(|Q| log n)

A given problem for the population model specifies the agents’ initial states, the output
domain O, and (a set of) desired (output) configurations for a given input. As an example,
consider the Majority problem. Each agent is initially in one of two states qA and qB
corresponding to two opinions A and B. Assuming that A is the initially dominant opinion,
the protocol concludes once all agents u give γ(su ) = A as their output. Any configuration
in which all agents output the initially dominant opinion is a desired configuration.
This notion of a desired configuration allows to formally define two notions of a runtime
of a population protocol. The convergence time TC is the number of interactions until the
system enters a desired configuration and never leaves the desired configurations in a given
run. The stabilization time TS is the number of interactions until the system enters a desired
stable configuration for which there does not exist any sequence of interactions due to which
the system leaves the desired configurations. A population protocol is stable, if it always
eventually reaches a desired output configuration.
A number of variants of this model are commonly used. For symmetric protocols, the
order of the interacting agents is irrelevant for the transition. In particular, this means
that if δ(qu , qv ) = (qu0 , qv0 ), then δ(qv , qu ) = (qv0 , qu0 ). In protocols with probabilistic transition
functions, the outcome of an interaction may be a random variable. In one-way protocols,
only the initiator updates its states such that δ(qu , qv ) = (qu0 , qv ) for any interaction.
Model Assumptions. We assume a meaningful protocol which converges after at most
√
N = poly(n) interactions, has an O(1) time transition function δ, and uses |Q| < n states
(observe that many relevant protocols only use |Q| = O(polylog n) states; see Section 1.3).

1.2

Our Contributions

In this paper, we present a new approach for simulating population protocols. Our simulator
allows us to efficiently simulate a large number, N , of interactions for large populations of
size n. Our findings are summarized in Table 1.
Sequential Simulators. As a baseline, we directly translate the population model into a
sequential algorithm framework Seq: Seq selects for each interaction two agents uniformly at
random, updates their states, and repeats. We analyze the runtime and memory consumption
of various variants in Section 2.
Batch Processing. To speed up the simulation, we introduce and exploit collision-free
runs, a sequence of interactions where no agent participates more than once. Our algorithms
Batched and MultiBatched coalesce these independent interactions into batches for
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improved efficiency. Batched first samples the length ` of a collision-free run. It then
randomly pairs ` independent agents, adds one more interaction – the collision – reusing one
of the run’s agents, and finally repeats. Batched is presented in Section 4 and extended
into MultiBatched in Section 5. We discuss practical details and heuristics in Section 6.
Dynamic Alias Tables. The simulation of population protocols often needs an urn-like data
structure to efficiently sample random agents (marbles) and update their states (colors).
The alias method [41, 40] enables random sampling from arbitrary discrete distributions in
O(1) time. However, it is static in that the distribution may not change over time. Thus, we
extend it and analyze a Dynamic Alias Table in Section 2. It supports sampling with and
without replacement uniformly at random (u.a.r.) and addition of elements (if the urn is
sufficiently full). Due to its practical performance and simplicity compared to more general
solutions [30, 33], we believe this data structure might be of independent interest and show:
I Theorem 1. Let U be a Dynamic Alias Table that stores an urn of n marbles, where each
marble has one of k possible colors. U requires Θ(k log n) bits of storage. If n ≥ k 2 , we can
select a marble u.a.r. from U with replacement in expected constant time,
select a marble u.a.r. from U without replacement in expected amortized constant time,
and add a marble of a given color to U in amortized constant time.

1.3

Related Work

Population Protocols. The population model was introduced in [5], assuming a constant
number of states per agent. Together with [6, 9], they show that all semilinear predicates
are stably computable in this model. In the following, we focus on two prominent problems,
Majority and Leader Election. For a broad overview, we refer to surveys [12] and [26].
In [8] a Majority protocol with three states is presented where the agents agree on
the majority after O(n log n) interactions w.h.p. (with high probability 1 − n−Ω(1) ), if the
√
initial numbers of agents holding each opinion differ by at least ω( n log n).
 In [34, 25],
four-state protocols are analyzed that stabilize in expectation in O n2 log n interactions.
In a recent series of papers [35, 1, 2, 4, 19, 15, 14, 13], bounds for the Majority problem
have been gradually improved.
The currently best

 known protocol [13] solves Majority
3/2
w.h.p. in O n log n interactions using O log n states. Regarding lower bounds, [1] shows
that protocols with less than (log log n)/2 states require in expectation Ω n2 / polylog(n)
interactions to stabilize. In [2] it is shown that any Majority protocol that stabilizes in
n2−Ω(1) expected interactions requires Ω(log n) states under some natural assumptions.
The goal for Leader Election protocols is that exactly one agent is in a designated
leader state. Doty and Soloveichik [24] show that any population
protocol with a constant

number of states that stably elects a leader requires Ω n2 expected interactions, a bound
matched by a natural two-state protocol. Upper bounds for protocols with a non-constant
number of states per agent were presented in [3, 1, 19,
 2, 18, 28, 29, 16]. In [28] a Leader

Election protocol that stabilizes w.h.p. in O n log2 n interactions, using O log log n states
(matching a corresponding lower bound [1]) is presented. The core idea is to synchronize the
agents using a phase-clock. The currently best known protocol for Leader
 Election is due
to [16], stabilizing in expected O n log n interactions using O log log n states per agent.
As a tool for self-synchronization, so-called phase-clocks have been explored in a wide
range of related areas, see, e.g., the seminal paper [10]. In the population model, the concept
of phase-clocks was first introduced in [7] under the assumption that a leader is present.
These clocks were generalized in [28] to a junta of nε agents. In Section 7 we empirically
analyze a variant of this phase-clock process.
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Simulations have proven a versatile tool to get an intuitive understanding of population
protocols. This is also reflected in the related work: See, e.g., [7, 8, 4, 3] for some examples
of papers that also present empirical data. However, to the best of our knowledge, our paper
is the first systematic analysis of simulators for population protocols.
Sampling from Discrete Distributions. The methods to sample non-uniform variates heavily depend on the modeling and properties of the required probability distributions.
If the distribution is governed by a closed-form density function f (x), “numerical tricks”
can yield efficient algorithms with small memory footprints; this is the case for most wellknown distributions [23, 20]. A standard approach is the inverse sampling technique
[23]. It
Rx
needs to compute the inverse F −1 of f ’s cumulative density function F (x) = −∞ f (y)dy (cf.
Section 6.1). Another concept is rejection sampling [20, Sec. 5.2.5/6]. It obtains a sample x
from a suitable simpler distribution g. In order to generate the distribution f , the sample
is accepted only with probability proportional to f (x)/g(x). The process repeats until a
sample is obtained (cf. Section 3). A special case is the ratio-of-uniforms method, commonly
used to obtain hypergeometric random variates [39].
Dedicated data structures support sampling from arbitrary discrete distributions. Given
P
a finite universe U = {1, . . . , u} with probabilities (p1 , . . . , pu ) with i pi = 1, Walker’s alias
tables [41] allow sampling in constant expected time, and can be constructed in O(u) time [40];
recently Hübschle-Schneider et al. [31] discussed engineering aspects and parallel construction.
√
In this paper, we model an urn with n balls with O( n) colors (typically much less) as a
distribution over k colors where pi is proportional to the number of balls with color i. While
alias tables work in the static case, they do neither support removal nor insertion of balls
without rebuilding the data structure.
A suited binary tree can be constructed in O(k) time, and supports updates and sampling
in O(log k) time. Two independent but similar data structures by [30] and [33] support
updates and sampling in expected constant time. They partition the input into groups such
that the probabilities of elements within a group differ by at most a factor of two. This allows
rejection sampling within a group with an acceptance rate of at least 1/2. Since updates to
the distribution can affect the partition sizes, over-provisioning and table doubling involving
garbage collection [33, App. B] is used.
The approaches differ in the way they select a group to sample from. They are however
both recursive in the sense that the group selection is carried out with another instance of
the data structure itself. To achieve constant access times, the recursion is stopped after
constantly many layers, and the remaining very small problem is treated as a special case. As
a result, the data structures are quite complex, and were excluded in preliminary experiments
due to performance considerations. By constraining the supported distributions, simpler
schemes can be obtained [36, 27]. However, in our use case, they incur impractically high
rejection rates, as we cannot give non-trivial bounds on the number of balls per color.
It is note-worthy that Hagerup et al. [30] operate on integer weights (modeled as generalized
distributions lacking the normalization constraint), and require integer arithmetic only.

2

Sequential Simulation

As a baseline, we first consider variants of Seq, a sequential approach defined in Algorithm 1.
It is a direct translation of the machine model discussed in Section 1.1. Seq carries out N
steps in a fully serialized manner. For each interaction, it selects two agents uniformly at
random, computes their new states based on their current ones, and updates the configuration.
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Algorithm 1 Seq: The algorithmic framework for sequential simulation.

input: configuration C, transition function δ, number of steps N
for t ← 1 to N do
sample and remove agents i and j without replacement from C
add agents in states δ(si , sj ) to C

Under the realistic assumption that the transition function δ can be evaluated in constant
time, Seq’s runtime and memory footprint is dominated by storing, sampling from, and
updating the configuration C. We therefore consider appropriate data structures. In the
population model, agents typically are anonymous, i.e., we cannot distinguish two agents
in the same state. Hence, we can store a configuration C as an unordered multiset Ĉ
and maintain multiplicities rather than individual states. To this end, Seq requires an
urn-like data structure which efficiently supports (i) weighted sampling (with and without
replacement) and (ii) adding of single agents. In the following, we consider various data
structures and their impact on the complexity of the sequential approach.

Array. SeqArray maintains the configuration C in an array A[1 . . . n] where A[i] holds si ,
the state of the i-th agent. Sampling with replacement is trivial, as we only draw a uniform
variate X ∈ [n] and return A[X]. Sampling without replacement works analogously: we
overwrite A[i] with A[n] and remove the array’s last element A[n]. Adding new elements is
possible by appending. (Note that we do not grow the memory since we always store at most
n agents in the array.) This leads to an O(N ) time algorithm and a memory footprint of
O(n log |Q|) bits, which can be prohibitively large if simulating large populations in parallel.

Linear Search. SeqLinear maintains the multiset Ĉ in an array A such that A[i] holds the
number of agents in state qi . Sampling requires a linear search on A in O(|Q|) per sample.
This results in a worst-case simulation time of Θ(N |Q|). Nevertheless, in practice SeqLinear
is among the fastest sequential variants for small |Q| (see Section 7). Compared to SeqArray ,
it has a significantly smaller memory footprint of O(|Q| log n) bits.

Binary Search Tree. SeqBST maintains the multiset Ĉ using a balanced binary search tree.
The i-th leaf (from left to right) encodes Ĉi , the number of agents in state i. Each inner
node v stores the number `v of agents in its left subtree. To randomly sample an agent, we
draw an integer X from {0, . . . , n − 1} uniformly at random and compare it to the root’s
value `r . If X < `r , the sample is in the interval covered by the left sub-tree, and we descend
accordingly. Otherwise, we update X ← X − `r and descend into the right subtree. We
recurse until some leaf i is reached, where we emit an agent of state i.
Each operation on the tree involves a simple path from the root to a leaf of length
Θ(log |Q|). Since the work per level is constant, all operations take Θ(log |Q|) time. Thus,
SeqBST requires Θ(N log |Q|) total time and O(|Q| log n) bits of memory.
SeqAlias combines the linear runtime of SeqArray (w.h.p.) with the small memory footprint
√
of SeqBST , provided |Q| < n. At the heart of SeqAlias lies a Dynamic Alias Table introduced
in the following section.
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F [i] S[i] A[i] probability
7 2 q4
0
3/9
5 1 q1
6/9
0 3 q1
6

0

q1

3/9

4

2

q1

3/9

β nk

Figure 1 Dynamic Alias Table storing Ĉ = (q1 : 13, q2 : 5, q3 : 0, q4 : 8, q5 : 4), i.e., n = 30 and
k = 5. This imbalanced configuration will soon need rebuilding, e.g., after the next decrease of q1 in
row 3, or after adding two more agents in state q1 in row 1.

3

Dynamic Alias Tables

Dynamic Alias Tables. In this section we introduce our Dynamic Alias Table data structure.
Our goal is to model an urn which initially contains n marbles, each of which has one of k
possible colors. We assume that the colors are identified by numbers in {1, . . . , k}. The urn
defines a probability distribution D for the color of a marble drawn uniformly at random:
let pi be the probability that we sample a marble of color i.
Original Alias Method. The alias method [41] uses a table with two columns and k rows, one
row for each element (color) in the distribution D. Each row i has two entries corresponding
to two elements. Each element has a weight in [0, 1], and the two weights sum up to 1 in
each row. The first element of row i is always element i. It has weight F [i]. The second
element of row i is stored in A[i]. It has a weight of 1 − F [i]. This means that the original
alias method uses only the two arrays, F and A, to store the distribution p1 , . . . , pk .
To sample from D in the original alias method, we first sample a row i uniformly at
random from {1, . . . , k}. Then we draw a random real X ∈ [0, 1). If X < F [i], we return the
left element, i. Otherwise, we return the right element, A[i]. In the following, we modify the
alias method and call the resulting data structure Dynamic Alias Table.
Dynamic Alias Tables. Recall that we assume that our distribution corresponds to an urn
storing n marbles of k different colors. First, we explicitly add a second weight array S[i]
which stores the weight of the alias. Now instead of storing just one real value F [i] for each
row i, we store the exact numbers of marbles as integers for the first and the second entry of
row i in F [i] and S[i], respectively (cf. generalized distributions of [30]). As before, the first
entry of row i corresponds to color i and the second entry of row i corresponds to color A[i].
As illustrated in Figure 1, the rows are constructed in such a way that the total weight of
each row no longer adds up to the real value 1, but to the integer value bn/kc or dn/ke such
that all rows in total add up to n.
I Observation 2. Let U be a Dynamic Alias Table encoding an urn with n marbles and k
colors. The data structure U can be constructed in O(k) time.
Proof. The algorithm by Vose [40] can generate an (original) alias table representation of
such a discrete probability distribution D in O(k) time. It is straightforward to define a
mapping between the weights of the original alias method as computed in [40] and the two
integer values used in our Dynamic Alias Table. It follows that the Dynamic Alias Table
(using integer weights) can be constructed in O(k) time.
J
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Updating and Sampling from Dynamic Alias Tables. Our modified data structure now
allows us to sample elements with and without replacement. Let Ri = F [i] + S[i] denote the
weight of row i and define Rmin and Rmax as smallest and largest row weights, respectively.
Observe that in general Rmin 6= Rmax .
In order to sample from U , we first select row i uniformly at random from {1, . . . , k}.
Then we draw a uniform variate X from {0, . . . , Rmax − 1}.1 There are three possible events:
If X < F [i], we emit the first element i. If F [i] ≤ X < Ri , we emit the second element A[i].
Otherwise, we reject the trial and restart the sampling process.
If we sample from U without replacement, we decrement the weight of the element just
sampled. This is always possible, since only elements with strictly positive weights can be
sampled in the first place. If we add a new element with color i to U , we increment the
weight of the first element of row i.
In order to guarantee expected constant sampling time, we ensure that the fraction
between Rmin and Rmax does not exceed a certain value. Let 0 < α < 1 and β > 1 be two
parameters chosen such that β/α = O(1). After each update to U we require
αbn/kc ≤ Rmin ≤ Rmax ≤ βdn/ke.

(1)

Otherwise, we rebuild the data structure in O(k) time.
We are now ready to show Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. We start with the memory complexity. The Dynamic Alias Table
U stores the values of k, n, and Rmax as well as three arrays. Array F [1 . . . k] stores the
weight of the first column, array S[1 . . . k] stores the weight of the second column, and array
A[1 . . . k] stores the alias, i.e., the element of the second column. All entries are integers
√
from {0, . . . , n} (recall that we assume k ≤ n). Thus, the Dynamic Alias Table requires
Θ(k log n) bits of memory.
Let us now consider the sampling procedure. First, we consider the rejection probability.
Recall that we first sample a row i and then draw a uniform variate X from {0, . . . , Rmax − 1}.
As before, we denote the total weight of row i as Ri with Ri = F [i] + S[i]. A sampling trial
in row i is rejected if X ≥ Ri , i.e., with probability Ri /Rmax . Therefore, the probability to
reject a sample from any row is at most Rmin /Rmax . From the conditions in Equation (1) we
get that the rejection probability is at most α/β = O(1) and, conversely, we have at least a
constant success probability of (β − α)/β. The number of trials until we emit an element is
therefore geometrically distributed and has an expected value of at most β/(β − α) = O(1).
It remains to show that we emit an element of color i with probability pi = Ĉi /n, where
Ĉi is the number of marbles of color i in the Dynamic Alias Table U . We consider a
single sampling trial. Observe that in each trial we are given a uniform probability space
Ω = {(i, x) : 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 0 ≤ x < Rmax }. From this probability space we draw the row i
and the value X uniformly at random. Fix a color c and let Sc be the set of all events (i, x)
which lead to emission of an element of color c for this probability space Ω. An event (i, x)
is in Sc if and only if (i) i = c and x < F [i] or (ii) A[i] = c and F [i] ≤ x < F [i] + S[i].
The Dynamic Alias Table U is constructed such that the total weight for each color c
always equals Ĉc . Therefore, counting all elementary events gives us |Sc | = Ĉc . Observe that
Ω is a uniform probability space since the row i and the value X are drawn uniformly. It
has size |Ω| = kRmax . Hence, all events in Sc have equal probability 1/(kRmax ), and we get
Pr[Sc ] = |Sc |/(kRmax ) = Ĉc /(kRmax ).
1

Observe that in a practical implementation one can draw a single uniform variate U 0 from
{1, . . . , k · Rmax − 1}, and derive U and X from it.
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Let R be the event that a trial is rejected. Analogously to before, we enumerate over all
P
elementary events and obtain |R| = i (Rmax − Ri ) = kRmax − n. For the complementary
event R we get |R| = n, which matches the intuition that the urn contains n marbles. Hence,
we have Pr R = n/(kRmax ). Observe that Sc and R are mutually exclusive and hence
Sc ∩ R = Sc \ R = Sc .
Rejected trials emit no element, but are repeated. Hence, we condition on R and obtain



 Pr Sc ∩ R
Ĉc
Ĉc
Pr[S ]
kRmax
  =  c =
pc = Pr Sc R =
·
=
.
kRmax
n
n
Pr R
Pr R
This means that a color c is indeed emitted with the correct probability pc = Ĉc /n.
Finally, we consider the amortized costs of rebuilding the Dynamic Alias Table U ever so
often. Observe that U has to be rebuilt whenever the condition in Equation (1) is violated.
This can happen in two possible ways.
Case 1: Rmin < αbn/kc.
In this case there must exist a row i for which Ri < αbn/kc. Observe that by assumption
of the theorem we have n ≥ k 2 , and after rebuilding U we have Rmin = bn/kc. In order to
have Ri < αbn/kc, at least bn/kc − αbn/kc ≥ k(1 − α) elements must have been deleted
from row i. As 0 < α < 1, this happens only after at least k(1 − α) = Ω(k) sampling
operations. Now according to Observation 2, rebuilding takes time O(k). Together this
implies that rebuilding U takes amortized constant time per update of U .
Case 2: Rmax > βdn/ke.
The second case follows analogously to the first case. If Rmax > βdn/ke, at least
βdn/ke − dn/ke ≥ k(β − 1) elements must have been added. This takes at least k(β − 1) =
Ω(k) insertions, and hence rebuilding U takes amortized constant time per insertion.
Removal and insertion operations can be arbitrarily mixed and interact only beneficially
towards the amortization arguments. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
J

4

Batch Processing

So far, we discussed algorithms to simulate a population protocol step-by-step. These
simulators can output the population’s configuration C(t) for each time step 1 ≤ t ≤ N .
With a time complexity of O(N ), the simulators SeqArray and SeqAlias are optimal in this sense.
In practice, however, it often suffices to obtain a configuration snapshot every Θ(n) steps. In
this setting, we can achieve sub-constant work per interaction under mild assumptions.
Recall that SeqBST has a small memory footprint but a sub-optimal time complexity
of Θ(N log |Q|). Observe, however, that the underlying binary search tree can update the
multiplicity of any existing state in time O(log |Q|) independently of the changed quantity.
Here, we introduce the new algorithm Batched (see Algorithm 2) to exploit this observation.
√
The algorithm uses a binary search tree to store the configuration. It updates Ω( n) agents
in expectation with each access and therefore reduces the time complexity to O(N (log n +
2 √
|Q| )/ n) which is o(N ) for |Q| = o(n1/4 ) and N = Θ(poly(n)).
Batching interactions. In order to coalesce individual updates into batches, Batched uses
the notion of collision-free runs as illustrated in Figure 2. We interpret the execution of a
protocol as a sequence i1 , i2 , . . . where at time t agents i2t−1 and i2t interact.
Let ` be the largest index such that all i1 , . . . , i` are distinct. Then, the first b`/2c
interactions are independent of each other and can be rearranged in any order. We refer
to them as a collision-free run of length `. If ` is odd, the first agent of the (b`/2c + 1)-th
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The original interaction sequence (cf. Section 2):
si1 si2
q3 q2

the ` independent interactions can be rearranged arbitrarily
si2`−1si2` si2`+1 si6
si3 si4 si5 si6 si7 si8 si9 si10 si11 si12
.
.
.
q1 q2
q1 q1
q2 q1
q3 q3
q1 q2
q1 q1
q2 q?
the updated state of the agent drawn twice is
known only after the δ was evaluated

δ
After sorting state pairs:
si20 si21 si2`−1si2` si3 si4
q1 q1
q1 q1
q1 q2

si11 si12
q1 q2

si7 si8
q2 q1

...

si9 si10
q3 q3

si5 si6 si2`+1 si6
q1 q1
q2 q?
δ

After merging interactions with

d × q1 q1
d12 × q1
 11


d22 × q2
D =  d21 × q2 q1

d31 × q3 q1
d32 × q3

special treatment
for collision

identical state pairs:
q2

d13 × q1

q3

q2

d23 × q2

q3

q2

d33 × q3

q3








q1

q1

q2

q?

δ

Figure 2 Batch processing uses collision-free runs, long sequences of independent interactions,
which can be rearranged and grouped together.

interaction is also considered collision-free. Since we are free to reorder the interactions,
we can group all interactions of states (qi , qj ) together, evaluate δ(qi , qj ), and update all
accordingly affected states in one step.
Now instead of sampling a sequence of agents and partitioning the sequence into collisionfree runs, we take the opposite direction. We first sample only the length ` of a collision-free
run from the appropriate probability distribution (see below). Then, we randomly match `
agents as discussed below. Finally, we reuse one of the agents from the matching in order to
plant a collision. These steps are repeated until at least N interactions are simulated.
Matching Agents. We simulate sampling ` agents without replacement to construct a
collision-free run of length `. While we cannot afford to draw the agents individually, we only
need to know how many interactions nij of each state pair (qi , qj ) we encountered. Thus, a
P
run can be modeled by a |Q|×|Q| matrix D = (nij ) with ij nij = b`/2c. (If ` is odd, we
remove one agent and treat it individually.)
P
To obtain D, we first sample the row sums Di = j nij of the matrix from a multivariate hypergeometric distribution. This simulates sampling b`/2c initiating agents without
replacement. We then sample values within each row analogously to find the matching
2
responding agents. Sampling D takes O(|Q| ) time in total since each individual sample
from a hypergeometric distribution can be computed in O(1) time [39].
For correctness, note that our sampling approach corresponds to first selecting b`/2c
agents as initiators and then b`/2c agents as responders. That is, we first sample agents
i1 , i3 , . . . , i2b`/2c−1 and then agents i2 , i4 , . . . , i2b`/2c (instead of the natural interleaved variant
i1 , i2 , . . . , i2b`/2c ). Since, each draw is taken uniformly at random, the permutation does not
change the distribution (see full version [17] for a formal proof).
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Algorithm 2 Batched: The algorithmic framework for simulation in batches.
input: configuration C, transition function δ, number of steps N
t←0
while t < N do
` ← sample length of a collision-free run
let D = (dij ) be a |Q| × |Q| matrix and sample dij as
the number of interactions (qi , qj ) among ` interactions

. batch processing

let C 0 be an empty configuration
foreach (qi , qj ) ∈ Q2 do
remove from C: dij agents in states qi , and dij agents in states qj
(qi0 , qj0 ) ← δ(qi , qj )
add to C 0 : dij agents in states qi0 , and dij agents in states qj0
if ` is even then
sample agent c1 without
merge C 0 into C
sample agent c2 without
else
sample agent c1 without
sample agent c2 without
merge C 0 into C

replacement from C 0

. plant a collision
. collision at c1

replacement from C
replacement from C
replacement from C 0

. collision at c2

add agents δ(c1 , c2 ) to C
t←t+`+1

Length of a Collision-Free Run. In the following, we analyze the length ` of a collision-free
run. Observe that the following analysis is similar to the analysis of a generalized variant of
the birthday problem [32]. We consider a generalization which we also use in Section 5. We
assume that r agents have already interacted and ask how many more collision-free agents
can be added. Formally we define the distribution coll(n, r) as follows.
I Definition 3. Consider a sequence a1 , a2 , . . . of agents sampled independently and uniformly
at random. Let A0 be a set of r initially prescribed agents and let Ai = Ai−1 ∪ {ai } be
the set of agents after i draws. We define the random variable ` as the smallest index s.t.
a` ∈ A`−1 . We say ` ∼ coll(n, r), where n is the total number of agents and r is the number
of prescribed agents.
In Section 6.1 we discuss how we can sample from this distribution using the inverse
sampling technique [23]. We find that sampling ` takes O(log n) time. In practice, this is
comparable to the time it takes to sample a hypergeometric random variate. In the following,
we show basic properties of coll(n, r) in order to show bounds on the runtime of Batched.
I Lemma 4. Let ` ∼ coll(n, r). Then ` has support {1, . . . , n − r} and distribution
Pr[` = k] = n−(k+1) (n − r)!(r + k)/(n − r − k)!.
Proof. Consider an urn with n marbles. Initially, r marbles are red, while the remaining
n − r marbles are green. We now take out one marble at a time: if it is green, we keep on
going (think of a traffic light) and put a red one back in. If we take a red marble, we stop.
Observe that the number of marbles we take out is exactly ` as above, as the green marbles
represent new unconsidered agents while the red ones represent agents in A`−1 .
This directly leads to the acclaimed distribution:
Pr[` = k]

=

k−1
Y
i=0

|

(n − r) − i
n
{z
}

select k out of n − r

·

r+k
n }
| {z

J

(k+1)-th is red
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√
I Lemma 5. Let ` ∼ coll(n, 0). Then E[`] = Θ( n).
√
Proof. We first upper bound E[`] = O( n) and then give a matching lower bound E[`] =
Pn
√
√
Ω( n). In both cases, we write E[`] = i=0 Pr[` ≥ i] and split the sum at n. Then we
bound both terms appropriately. Observe that for some fixed value i we have Pr[` ≥ i] =
Qi−1
j=0 (1 − j/n). For the upper bound on E[`] we get

E[`] =

n
X

Pr[` ≥ i] =

i=0

n i−1
X
Y
i=0 j=0

√

j
1−
n


≤

n−1
X

1+

i=0

∞ 
X
√
i= n

√ i
√
n
1−
≤ 2 n.
n

Similarly, we get for the lower bound on E[`] that

E[`] =

n
X
i=0

Pr[` ≥ i] =

n i−1
X
Y
i=0 j=0

j
1−
n
!


√n+1
√
1
= n 1− 1− √
n
√
Therefore we have E[`] = Θ( n).

≥



√
√
i
√  X
n i−1 
n
X
Y
n
1
1− √
≥
1−
=
n
n
i=0 j=0
i=0

√


n 1 − e−1 .
J

Using Lemma 5, we are now ready to bound the runtime and space complexity of Batched.
I Theorem 6. Let n be the number of agents and |Q| the number of states. Batched
√
2
simulates N interactions in O(N (|Q| + log n)/ n) expected time using Θ(|Q| log n) bits.
√
Proof. According to Lemma 5, each batch simulates Θ( n) interactions in expectation. It
2
takes O(log n) time to sample the length of a collision-free run ` (see Section 6.1) and O(|Q| )
time (cf. [39]) to sample the interaction numbers and process the interactions for all pairs of
states. This implies the runtime complexity. The space complexity follows immediately from
the binary search tree used to store the configuration.
J

5

Merging Batches

In an empirical evaluation, we found that our implementation of algorithm Batched spends
most time in the batch processing step (to sample and transition the |Q| × |Q| matrix D);
this is especially true for complex protocols with non-trivial state space sizes. As the matrix
sampling cost is independent of the length ` of the underlying collision-free run, we modify
the algorithm to support more than one collision per batch processing step.
Introducing Epochs. An execution of the improved algorithm MultiBatched logically
consists of several epochs. For each epoch, the algorithm samples the lengths `1 , `2 , . . . ,
`ρ of multiple collision-free runs R1 , . . . , Rρ . As no agent may appear twice in the union
of those collision-free sequences, later runs become shorter in expectation (E[`i+1 ] < E[`i ]),
naturally limiting the number ρ of runs per epoch. After each run Ri , we plant one collision,
i.e., an interaction with an agent that was already considered in the current epoch. An epoch
concludes with a single batch processing step, in which matrix D is sampled and processed
analogously to algorithm Batched.
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Tracking Dependencies. While algorithm Batched only reorders and groups together
independent interactions, our improved algorithm MultiBatched delays most interactions
until the end of the epoch. To do so, the algorithm conceptually assigns each agent one of
three types, and updates these labels as it progresses through the epoch:
untouched agents did not interact in the current epoch. Hence, all agents are labeled
untouched at the beginning of an epoch.
updated agents took part in at least one interaction that was already evaluated. Thus,
updated agents are already assigned their most recent state.
delayed agents took part in exactly one interaction that was not yet evaluated. Thus,
delayed agents are still in the same state they had at the beginning of the epoch, but
are scheduled to interact at a later point in time. We additionally require that their
interaction partner is also labeled delayed.
Analogously to algorithm Batched, we maintain two urns C and C 0 . Urn C 0 contains
updated agents, while urn C stores untouched and delayed agents (or in other words, all agents
whose state was not updated in the current epoch). At any point in time, an agent is either
in C or C 0 meaning that |C| + |C 0 | = n. Due to symmetry, we do not explicitly differentiate
untouched from delayed agents. We rather maintain only the number T of delayed agents and
lazily select them while planting collisions or during batch processing.
If a delayed agent a is selected while planting a collision, it takes part in a second
interaction and – by definition – cannot be labeled delayed any more. Thus, we randomly
draw a second delayed agent b, evaluate their transition, store the updated state of b in C 0 ,
and directly evaluate a again in the planted collision. Finally, we decrease T ← T − 2 as
agents a and b changed their labels from delayed to updated. Observe that we might repeat
this step in the (unlikely) case that a planted collision involved two formerly delayed agents.
Length of an Epoch. We now analyze the length of an epoch. We start by extending the
√
analysis of coll(n, r) to the r = Ω( n) regime (reached after O(1) runs w.h.p.). The following
lemmas establish expected value and concentration.
√
I Lemma 7. Let ` ∼ coll(n, r) and r = Ω( n). Then E[`] = Θ(n/r).
Proof. The proof follows analogously to Lemma 5. Again, we start with the upper bound.
E[`] =

n−r
X

Pr[` ≥ i] =

i=0

n−r
X i−1
Y
i=0 j=0

j+r
1−
n


≤

∞ 
X

1−

i=0

r i
n
= .
n
r

For the lower bound we derive a general result for arbitrary r.
E[`] =

n−r
X
i=0

Pr[` ≥ i] =

n−r
X i−1
Y
i=0 j=0
r 



n
2r
=
1− 1−
2r
n

≥

j+r
1−
n


≥

n
(1 − e−2r
2r

r−1 i−1
X
Y
i=0 j=0

2

/n

j+r
1−
n


≥

r−1
X
i=0

2r
1−
n

i

).

2

The last inequality holds since e−2r /n constitutes an upper bound on (1 − 2r/n)r as it can
√
be rewritten as (1 − 2r/n)n·r/n and (1 − 2r/n)n ≤ e−2r . For r = Ω( n) the second factor
(1 − exp(−2r2 /n)) is Ω(1) which proves the claim.
J
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√
I Lemma 8. Let ` ∼ coll(n, r) and r = Ω( n). Then ` = Θ(n/r) with probability 1 − o(1).
Proof. We prove the claim by showing that Pr[` < t] and Pr[` > t] are o(1) for t = o(n/r)
and t = ω(n/r), respectively. We have
!

t−1
t−1
Y
X
i+r
2tr + t2
i+r
Pr[` < t] = 1 − Pr[` ≥ t] = 1 −
1−
≤1− 1−
≤
,
n
n
2n
i=0
i=0
where the first inequality follows from the Weierstrass product inequality. Furthermore, with
√
√
r = Ω( n) we have n/r = O( n) and thus t = o(n/r) such that t2 = o(n) and tr = o(n).
For the second part, we have
 
t 
Y
i+r
r t
Pr[` > t] =
1−
≤ 1−
≤ e−rt/n ,
n
n
i=0
and for t = ω(n/r) and thus rt/n = ω(1) the claim follows.

J

Intuitively, Lemma 7 shows that for sufficiently many prescribed agents r, the probability
of drawing a colliding agent remains approximately r/n throughout the run. Similar to a
geometric distribution, this results in a concentrated expected length of Θ(n/r). We now
estimate the number of agents sampled after ρ runs.
Pk
I Lemma 9. Let Lk = i=1 `i be the number of agents drawn in an epoch with k runs. Then,
√
√
√
2
for |Q| = ω( log n), |Q| = o( n log n) and ρ = O(|Q| / log n) we have E[Lρ ] = Θ( ρn).
Proof. The variable Lk equivalently corresponds to the number of marbles B(k, n) that need
to be drawn in the birthday problem s.t. k coincidences occur. The asymptotics of E[B(k, n)]
have first been studied by Kuhn and Struik [32] for the cases that k = o(n1/4 ). Their results
have since been improved by Arratia et al. [11] where the asymptotic bounds on the moments
of B(k, n) have been calculated for more general conditions on k. By [11, Corollary 12] for k
a function of n, i.e., k = kn where kn → ∞ and kn /n → 0 it holds that
p
E[B(kn , n)] ∼ 2nkn as n → ∞.
By assumption
the conditions are met since ρ = ω(1) and ρ = o(n), thus E[Lρ ] =
p
√
Θ(|Q| n/ log n) = Θ( ρn).
J
Complexity. In order to analyze MultiBatched’s runtime, we first establish the time
required per epoch, and then bound the total expected runtime and memory requirements.
2

I Lemma 10. MultiBatched takes time O(ρ log n + |Q| ) for an epoch of ρ runs.
Proof. Planting a collision is done by drawing the two interacting agents from the appropriate
urns and setting them to be updated which requires O(1) time. Sampling the length of a
single collision-free run takes time O(log n) (see Section 6.1). For the final batch-processing
2
step MultiBatched takes Θ(|Q| ) time independently of the number of delayed agents. J
I Theorem 11. Let n be the number of
pagents and |Q| the number of states.√MultiBatched
simulates N interactions in O(N |Q|/ n/ log n) expected time if |Q| = ω( log n) and |Q| =
√
o( n log n).
2 √
Proof. Combining Lemmas 9 and 10, we find a runtime of O(N (ρ log n+|Q| )/ ρn). Setting
2
ρ = Θ(|Q| / log n) balances the cost of sampling runs and planting collisions with the cost of
batch processing, and thus does not increase the asymptotic cost per epoch. Higher values of
ρ only increase the expected time complexity.
J
q

n
MultiBatched has sub-constant work per interaction for |Q|=o
log n and N =Θ(poly n).
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Heuristics and Implementation Details

Implementations of all discussed simulators (including scripts to reproduce figures and
numbers included in this paper) are freely available. In the following, we highlight important
aspects necessary to obtain simulators that are both fast in practice and highly customizable.
All simulators are implemented in C++ and use compile-time specializations to implement
specific protocols and experimental setups.
In contrast to pure deterministic functions, non-deterministic transition functions (possibly
with side-effects) have to be informed about every interaction carried out.2 To allow for batch
processing, we cannot use the natural invocation order. Instead, we inform the protocol how
often a state pair will interact within an epoch. It is then expected to assign all participating
agents to the appropriate states. See the full version of this paper [17] for more details and
listings.

6.1

Sampling the Length of a Collision-Free Run

Recall that Batched and MultiBatched repeatedly sample the length ` of a collision-free
run. In the following we discuss how this sampling can be implemented using the inverse
sampling technique (Ist) [23]: let cdf(x) be the cumulative density function of a target
distribution. Then, Ist draws a uniform variate U from [0; 1], solves U = cdf(x) for x, and
returns it as the sample. We denote the CDF of coll(n, k) as Fn,k (t). Lemma 4 yields:
1 − Fn,k (t) = Pr[`>t] =

t
Y
n−k−i

n

i

=

1
(n − k)!
nt (n − k − t − 1)!

(x−1)!=Γ(x)

=

n−t

Γ(n − k + 1)
.
Γ(n − k − t)

Since we are not aware of an inverse that can be evaluated fast, we numerically solve
U = Fn,k (t) for t. To avoid numerical instabilities, we rewrite the expression in terms of
log Γ(x), which is available as the C standard function lgamma(x):
U = 1 − n−t

Γ(n − k + 1)
Γ(n − k − t)

⇔

log(1 − U ) = log Γ(n − k + 1) − log Γ(n − k − t) − t log n

Lacking a cheap derivative of the RHS, we rely on first-order numerical inversion methods
only. In this context, an ad-hoc combination of binary search and regula-falsi gave most
consistent results. We jump-start the search using a small look-up table containing lower
and upper bounds on t for intervals of U and k.
While the method requires O(log n) evaluations of Fn,k (·), we observe less than ten calls
on average for n = 250 . The resulting sampling algorithm has a practical runtime comparable
to the sampling of hypergeometric random variates. Since the latter is sampled much more
frequently, further optimizations will yield limited results to the total runtimes of Batched
and MultiBatched.

6.2

Heuristics

The frequent sampling of hypergeometric random variates, dominates MultiBatched’s
runtime. In the following, we discuss three heuristics to reduce this number.

2

Observe that many protocols with non-deterministic transition functions have been derandomized, see,
e.g., the notion of (biased) synthetic coins in [1, 18]. While this is supported by the simulator, we feel it
is more convenient to offer the most expressive interface possible.
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Row for qu = 1

Full matrix
0
1
2
3

0
0
1
2
0

1
1
1
2
3

2
0
2
2
3

3
0
1
3
3

1

1

Group (qu0 = 1)

2

1

Group (qu0 = 2)

Figure 3 Simplified transition matrix ∆0 for a clock with period m=4. The initiator’s phase
(row) is circularly incremented only when matched with a suitable responder (column).

Renaming. In the renaming heuristic we exploit the observation that agents are typically
not uniformly distributed over all states. Instead there are often sparsely populated states
which are seldom hit when sampling an agent.
It can be beneficial to consider these states last. SeqLinear ’s linear search, for instance,
stops as soon as the sampled state is found. The same is true when sampling Batched’s and
MultiBatched’s interaction matrices: for row i, we draw Di agents from a multivariate
hypergeometric distribution. This is implemented by obtaining |Q|−1 properly parametrized
hypergeometric variates; the process terminates early once all Di agents have been sampled.
In both examples, we maximize the probability of early stopping by considering highly
populated states first. To this end, we maintain a permutation π : [|Q|] → [|Q|] that sorts
states decreasingly by their sizes. We then process states in the order indicated by π. If
this permutation is updated once every Ω(|Q| log |Q|) interactions, the sorting step becomes
asymptotically negligible for sequential simulators. For Batched and MultiBatched, π
can be updated once every Ω(log q) batches.
Partitioning. If δ is a deterministic function, we can model it as a matrix ∆ ∈ (Q×Q)|Q|×|Q| .
The matrix of a deterministic one-way protocol can be further simplified to ∆0 ∈ Q|Q|×|Q|
since the states of the responders remain unchanged.
For many meaningful protocols, the entries of ∆0 are not random but exhibit some
structure. As an example, consider the simplified3 phase-clock transition matrix illustrated
in Figure 3. Here, each row contains only two different output states. The partitioning
heuristic uses this observation during the batch steps of Batched and MultiBatched.
When sampling Di responders for initiators in state qi , we group together all entries in the
i-th row of ∆0 that assign the same new state to the initiating agents. It then suffices to
draw one random hypergeometric variate per group.
Note that the heuristic does not reduce the runtime complexity of the algorithm – even
if we precompute the partitioning. This is due the fact that we still need to compute the
population sizes for each group which involves Θ(|Q|) additions per row. For pathological
protocols, the number of hypergeometric random variates required for each row remains
Ω(|Q|). A simple worst-case protocol is the transition function δ(qu , qv ) = (qv , qv ).
Skipping. Generalizing partitioning heuristic to two-way protocols tends to be ineffective in
practice: since initiator and responder may both update their states, the transition matrix is
often more fragmented. The partitioning overhead then easily exceeds the potential savings.
For such protocols MultiBatched uses a coarser partitioning, and only detects and skips
transitions that preserve the configuration (i.e., δ(qu , qv ) = (qu , qv ) or δ(qu , qv ) = (qv , qu )).
3

Formally the states of the phase-clock are pairs (x, b) where x represents the phase, and b marks an
agent as leader. For the sake of simplicity we assume that all agents are followers.
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Figure 4 Processing time per interaction as function of the number of agents n. Each series ends
with the largest value n for which the median of the total processing time is below 400 s.

6.3

Dynamic Epoch Lengths

Recall that MultiBatched is split into several epochs that each consist of multiple collisionfree runs. In our implementation, we add runs to an epoch until the number of interactions
exceeds a specified threshold T . The value of T has to be chosen as a trade-off between the
cost of adding another run (i.e., sampling the run length and planting a collision) versus the
diminishing return it yields (as later runs become shorter in expectation). This trade-off
depends on the protocol and its configuration. For instance, the batch processing cost of
a convergent protocol may become smaller compared to the initial costs (e.g., when most
agents are in only a small fraction of the states).
As the trade-off is dynamic, we maximize the throughput using a control loop that
dynamically optimizes the length of an epoch. Given the currently best value known for T ,
it increases (and later decreases) T to 1.1T and 0.9T , respectively. For each of the three
values, we measure the throughput, chose the T which maximizes it and repeat. Since the
throughput response curve is single-peaked, the process will find a nearly optimal T .

7

Experimental Evaluation

In the following, we empirically evaluate the various simulation algorithms. The code is
compiled using g++-8.3 with flags -O3 -march=native and executed on the following system:
2× Intel Xeon Gold 6148 CPU @ 2.4 GHz (40 cores/80 hardware threads in total), 192 GiB
DDR4 RAM @ 2666 MHz. Each data point is the median of at least five measurements
(using different random seeds); error bars indicate their standard deviation.
SeqBST ’s search tree is implemented as an array with breath-first-indexing (i.e., the
weight of node i ≥ 1 is stored at A[i]; its left child is at index 2i, its right child at 2i+1).
In order to reduce pipeline stalls, we implement a branch-free traversal similarly to [37].
SeqArray uses an array with 32 bit words to store states. We additionally consider Seqprefetch
Array
which prefetches states for eight4 interactions ahead of time as a latency hiding technique. If
our Dynamic Alias Table implementation detects an imbalance necessitating rebuilding of
the data structure, it will first attempt to quickly solve the problem by swapping the alias
of the affected row with up to five randomly selected partners; only if this fails a rebuild is
issued. This heuristic does not change the asymptotic time complexity of the data structure.

4

This is the optimal value measured for this CPU type and slightly varies between machines.
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The runtime of most simulators has non-trivial dependencies on the input parameters,
protocol, and state distribution. Hence, we simulate a small number N = n of interactions
to prevent measuring artifacts caused by significant changes in the state distributions.
MultiBatched typically simulates slightly more interactions due to the batching granularity.
Since the runtime of all simulators is linear in N , we always report the time per interaction
to ease extrapolation.
Three different protocols are used to highlight certain aspects of the algorithms.
Uniform Clock and Running Clock implement the same deterministic one-way protocol
phase-clock protocol inspired by [28]. In the running variant, all agents start in the first
√
phase, and n of them are marked. Due to the choice of parameters, we expect only one
√
out of Θ( n) interactions to change states. Thus, even at the end of the benchmark,
the population is still highly concentrated in the lowest phase. The uniform variant, in
contrast, evenly distributes marked and unmarked agents over all phases. This results in
a constant update probability per interaction.
The Random Two-Way protocol uses a deterministic transition function δ(qi , qj ) = dij
where each dij is initially drawn independently and uniformly at random from Q. Initially
agents are evenly distributed over all states.
To ensure the correctness of our implementations, we rely on unit tests (e.g., using a
family of protocols that count the number of interactions of each agent). Additionally, we
cross-reference the results of various algorithms. Since we cannot expect two simulators to
yield the same set of interactions, we compare their simulated dynamics. We, for instance,
monitor the number of interactions required until a Uniform Clock starts running.
Number of Agents. We begin our experimental study by investigating the dependencies on
the problem size n. To this end, we search for the largest number n of agents that a simulator
can simulate within a fixed time budget of 400 s. Figure 4 reports such measurements for
two different settings (see the full version of this paper [17] for the full set).
For the Uniform Clock protocol with |Q| = 8 states, the fastest Seq variant reaches
n = 232 within the time budget. In the same time, MultiBatched simulates N = n = 250
interactions. For Random Two-Way, the ratio between the achievable population sizes is
smaller but still exceeds three orders of magnitude. We attribute the different ratios mainly
2
to the batching step. MultiBatched requires Θ(|Q| ) hypergeometric variates per batching
step for the latter protocol, since neither the partitioning nor the skipping heuristics (see
Section 6) are effective on a featureless transition matrix with uniformly random states. For
the Uniform Clock protocol, the partitioning heuristic reduces the number of hypergeometric
random variates to less than 2|Q| per batch.
Number of States. As summarized in Table 1, the number |Q| of states crucially affects
the algorithms’ runtimes. To quantify the practical impact, we carry out scaling experiments
for 4 ≤ |Q| ≤ 128 while fixing all remaining parameters. Figure 5 visualizes the results.
MultiBatched performs best in all cases supporting our previous analysis. It shows
almost no scaling behavior for both clock protocols. For Random Two-Way, the algorithm is
almost one order of magnitude faster than its competitors despite a slow-down of 40 between
the smallest and largest state sizes.
Seqprefetch
is the second fastest solution in almost all settings. In the Running Clock
Array
campaign, it is however outperformed by SeqLinear . This can be explained by the fact that
initially almost all agents are in state 0 which results in a constant time look-up despite the
usage of a linear search. This behavior motivates the renaming heuristic.
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Figure 5 Processing time per interaction as function of the number of states |Q| with n = 230 .
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Figure 6 Effect of process parallelism on a machine with 40 CPU cores (plus HyperThreading).

We observe no systematic dependency on |Q| for SeqAlias rendering it a good choice for
very large state spaces. While it is up to a factor of 2.0 slower compared to Seqprefetch
Array , the
algorithm might be preferable in a parallel setting.

Memory Footprint and Parallelism. Due to the stochastic nature of the protocols, we
expect that in almost all applications several runs of the same protocol are required to
derive statistically significant results. On modern machines with many processor cores, one
should be able to maximize the throughput by executing multiple independent simulations
in parallel. As visualized in Figure 6, most simulators scale well with the number of threads
and typically achieve a self-speedup of 40 to 50 times using 40 cores (plus HyperThreading)
at n = 230 . A notable exception is Seqprefetch
Array , which reaches only a speedup of 30 as it
saturates the memory controllers of both CPU sockets.
Another aspect of parallel execution is the memory footprint. Since SeqArray requires
constant memory per agent, our implementations of SeqArray and Seqprefetch
allocate in excess
Array
of 320 GB main memory to execute 80 processes in parallel. Although, this number can
be reduced by constant factors using a more efficient representation of states, it has to be
contrasted to the competing algorithms with a state space of only a few kilobytes5 for the
same campaign.

5

We report no exact numbers as the system’s process overheads exceed the simulators’ internal states.
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Conclusions and Open Problems

We considered the simulation of large population protocols to allow the experimental investigation of slowly scaling observables in such systems. Two algorithm classes are discussed.
Sequential simulators carry out each interaction one after the other. We analyze the variants SeqArray , SeqLinear , SeqBST , and SeqAlias which differ in the data structures maintaining
the agents’ states, and demonstrate substantial differences in their practical performances. As
a by-product, we describe the Dynamic Alias Table which might be independently applicable.
Batched simulators coalesce interactions to achieve asymptotical speed-ups for protocols
with a limited number of states. Our implementation then simulates more than 250 interactions
in 400 s which is several orders of magnitudes larger than the fastest sequential simulator.
Possible Extensions. In some variants of the population model it is assumed that interactions are limited to some communication network. Since we store the configurations in our
batched simulators as a multiset, it is not clear how to directly adapt our approach. We
believe this might be an interesting extension of our work.
Further variants are concerned with the way how agents interact. It is straightforward to
adapt our simulator software to a setting where, e.g., a random matching of agents interacts
in each time step. Furthermore, our approach could be generalized to a setting where more
than two agents interact. In this case we are in need of good heuristics for partitioning the
transition-tensor, since the work for updating a batch grows exponentially in the number of
interacting agents. In general, sampling the interaction counters is a frequent and costly task.
2
Therefore, any improved heuristic to sample from the |Q| × |Q| matrix using only o(|Q| )
variates would yield a measureable benefit for the total runtime of a simulation.
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